WEBSITE TERMS OF USE (September 2016 Edition)
Issued by Wine Packagers of Australia Inc
These terms
To access this website is to agree to these terms. If you do not agree to these terms, you should leave
this website immediately.
Access licence
A visitor to this website obtains a non-exclusive, personal, limited licence to view and use this website
for lawful commercial purposes.
Browsers
WPA does not offer any assurance that this website is properly displayed, or displayed without errors,
on a browser being used by a visitor.
Malware
WPA does not offer any assurance that this website does not contain any virus or other malware that
might infect a visitor’s computer or data.
Copyright
Information presented on this website (such as text, pictures, graphics, audio, video) may be copyright
of WPA or third parties, even if not identified as such. Except with WPA’s prior written consent, none of
that information may be reproduced or modified.
Third party material
If this website displays any third party content (such as comments by visitors or users, advertisements),
WPA does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the content, or that such content is current.
Links to other websites
If this website has any link to a third party website, a visitor to this website who operates the link does so
at their own risk. WPA does not offer any assurance the link is operable or current. A link to a third party
website does not imply that WPA is affiliated with the linked website, nor is it an endorsement about any
of the owner, its goods or services, or any information appearing on the linked website.
Uploading of material
A visitor has no right to upload any data or other material to this website (except as prompted when
calculating a label size or if sending an email to WPA via the website). Nor has a visitor any right to
change any layout or content on this website, nor to link this website to any other.
If this website invites visitor comments, the visitor must not post on the website any information that
violates the rights of others or that is unlawful, threatening, invasive of privacy, obscene, harassing or
otherwise objectionable.
Registration on this website
A visitor to this website is generally free to visit without giving any information about themselves.
Certain pages of this website may however, require a visitor to those pages to first register their pertinent
details with WPA via the website. In such cases, a visitor wanting access to those pages must duly and
truthfully populate and submit those details as prompted by the applicable registration form.

A visitor required to register in order to access certain pages of the website may be issued, or choose,
a password and a user name, each of which must be kept confidential. The person issued with them is
responsible for all activity on or via the website that occurs under their use. Any unauthorized use of
either of them must be reported promptly to WPA.
WPA may refuse service or terminate registered accounts as it thinks fit.
Changes
Any content on this website (including these terms) may change without prior notice. Each time a visitor
visits this website, he or she should refresh their browser so that the then current website is displayed.
In any event, from time to time a visitor should revisit these terms to find any changes to these terms.
Legal
The laws in South Australia govern these terms. The Courts of that State have exclusive jurisdiction as
regards any dispute in connection with these terms.
DISCLAIMER: A calculation of a wine label size able to be made using this website is a guide only, and
does not purport to offer a complete or accurate solution for a proposed label. Neither Wine Packagers
of Australia Inc nor any of its officers or affiliates is responsible for the completeness or accuracy of a
calculation made using this website, and each of them disclaim all liability under common law (including
negligence), principles of equity or legislation as may arise from the provision or use of the calculation,
including as a result of errors or omissions in the calculation. A visitor who makes a calculation agrees to
the above, and to indemnify Wine Packagers of Australia Inc against any claim made by a third party who
might be provided any such calculation by that visitor. Any visitor who does not so agree must not make
such calculation.

